
EVIL EARTH / REMOTE PERSPECTIVE  

An Iconoclastic Journey 

 

In the age of deceit, the truth exists only in stories. Like Audre Lorde would say, poetry (or a narrative) 

is not only a dream and vision; it is the skeleton architecture of our lives. It lays the foundations for a 

future of change, a bridge across our fears of what has never been before.  It is in the narrative where 

logic is easier suppressed and subliminal shifts towards new, emotionally formatted subjectivations 

take place. What is brought forward is not something to value, trade or search for  it is the truth  to 

be felt.  

 

In a dada political and social reality, our beings are framed by emotional incapability, experiencing 

powerlessness and stuck-ness. All these emotional settings and anxious mindsets are perpetuated 

through the constant critiquing, reproducing what is already there and postponing creation ab ovo. 

Even though everything always is, was and has been, creation ab ovo exists in the (creative) intention 

itself, as an analogy of becoming, in which innovative visions of  at still makes 

 the process(ual) nature of being.  

 

I, as me, a subjective objective, am positive that sense-full  artistic practice today is nothing like a 

social or political critique uncovering the countless surreal deceitful dissonances. The truth and art are 

to be created or produced as something to be felt, avoiding logic and rationality by insisting on the 

emotional paradigm of the metaphysical now.   

 

Beauty is something seemingly unimportant, subjective, overrated and undervalued. Only at the very 

instant of our personal tune-in moment, e if we cry or laugh 

we can experience  within each cell of our body and brain  the commons of ontological beauty. 

 

We cannot shape or design beauty; real beauty is never done  it is rather caught and momentarily 

preserved. It is hiding in (every) detail, as in a fractal world or in holographic entities. It is a sublime 

shade, a golden reflection, an event  atmosphere or K2s glorious pyramid shadow over the territory of 

China on a rare Himalayan sunny day. 

 

Beauty is not already there, beauty happens. 

 

We are used to that world in which symmetry and central perspective promote overdesigned one-

dimensionality, whereas the multi-dimensionality of the commons, experienced as the true beauty of 

being wirelessly wired, prevails out of focus. Virtually conditioned by new gadget technologies, we are 

witnessing an optical representation based on a remote perspective  in which the 

position as indicator of central perspective becomes irrelevant. If central perspective is constructing 

hierarchy and deceit, the remote perspective questions contingency and responsibility.  

 

Although appearing as another popular tool for photographing (or filming) ourselves (as in selfies) or 

for surveillance (as with drones and satellites)  a remote perspective might be signaling a dispositif of 

multitudes of perspectives and multi-dimensionality of meaning. 

 

In our post-Enlightenment quantum reality, contradiction is a norm, either-or  is replaced by both. The 

space-time coordinates of binaries such as good and evil, black and white, need continuous re-

questioning, reshuffling and re-positioning. Slowly but surely  everyone needs to internalize the 

analytical process in which counterparts are never obvious and (inter)relations are never what they 

seem to be at first sight. The 1, the whole is not only 1, but 2, at least. So 1 = 2 or >2.  

 



However, our moral and material values will only be re-discovered and re-claimed through those 

processes that are also known as the infinite inventing of perspectives: using thinking modes imagined 

best by using  

 

We need to climb the hills to see things from below. It is on the top of the world that one can dig 

deeper.   

 

Funny how often we imagine the universe as a cold and dangerous place, but we equate Earth with 

our loving mother. Charles Eisenstein reminds us that we could get along with the Earth more 

adequately if we considered it as a lover  not as someone who will always be there no matter what 

we do but as someone we constantly need to look after, otherwise whoosh. s/he is gone t/he/i/r own 

way.  

 

But what if the Earth is evil? According to oh-so-common-prejudices in one-dimensional reality, the 

evil we fear most is actually the unknown and infinite, while the (un)known and the (de)finite mark 

specific social dynamics sooner or later unleashed and condemned. izarre how prejudices have 

been a legitimate societal tool since the age of the formation of the concept of ownership. Ever since, 

nomads have become settlers, defined borders are closing in on the infinity of matter and 

consciousness, resulting in an ongoing frustration. 

 

Now, the multi-dimensional world of Lala reveals that evil is not something unknown; it is not something 

unfamiliar, evil is simply an inherent part of good and beneficial. Because for something to exist as 

beneficial, there needs to be evilness.  

 

As time is bending space, what changes are not the things themselves but their morphology. It is the 

shape, smell, position, etc., of meaning (in this case, of good and evil) needing constant re-discovery 

and re-definition. Finally, it is not the character side that is important; what matters is how and 

whether we can handle one person  negative side. Everyone has it, and friends are those with whose 

weak, bad or evil side we can deal with. The good side is more or less similar in all of us.  

 

The question is not how to preserve the beauty of the Earth, for we all know what needs to be done. 

So is it maybe that we we will need to face the Evil Earth after? What 

follows the Anthropocene is not the Evil Earth that symbolizes some kind of revenge. On the contrary, 

we can only preserve the beauty of the Earth and its beneficial impact on life if we are ready to cope 

with Evil Earth. Only by abandoning fear-full  power games and tamed relationships we will be able to 

transform fear into emotions of respect, divinity and agency. 

 

However, it becomes clear that our emotional in-capability  (getting things done in sense-full  and 

interrelated ways)  derive from ignorance but out of the fear of facing Evil Earth. 

 

All that is good is because there is evil. Without evil, there is no good. 

 

Like everything else evil, Evil Earth also won just like that, won t let you vanish like stardust. 

Evil Earth will find a way for us to thrive and make the Earth mundane again  a commonplace within as 

complex as simple (multi)verse.  

 

At the end of the day, as Toni Morrison knew, here are some points in life the world's beauty 

becomes enough. You don't need to photograph, paint or even remember it. It is enough  
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